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Silent night, holy night! All is calm, all is bright. Round yon Virgin, Mother and Child. Holy infant so tender and mild, Sleep in heavenly peace.

Sleep in heavenly peace. Silent night, holy night! All is calm, all is bright. Round yon virgin mother and child! Holy infant, so tender and mild, Sleep in heavenly peace! Sleep in heavenly peace.

The story behind the Christmas carol Silent Night It's official, NSSN 2015 is SOLD OUT! WANNA WIN TICKETS? Details coming soon! Not So Silent Night official hashtag #NSSN933. #NSSN933 Tweets. Silent Night by PageCXVI Page CXVI Free Listening on. Music by Kevin Puts. Libretto by Mark Campbell. Directed by Eric Simonson. Based on the screenplay for Joyeux Noël by Christian Carion for the motion picture Silent Night, a company commission which earned its composer the 2012 Pulitzer Prize in Music, recounts a...